
Yacht-Pool d.o.o.
S.Rajka 40, HR - 52440 Poreč
Tel. +385-52-432 230,  Fax. +385-52-427 157
Mobitel: +385-98-366 223
e-mail: info@yacht-pool.com.hr

1. Insurant - skipper:
2. ID/PID:

3. Contact information                                              
(address, telephone, fax, GSM, e-mail...):

4. Registration number and vessel name:
5. Charter company name:

6. Information on skipper:

7. Date and place of accident incurrence:

Visible damages on vessel:

a) f)

b) g)

c) h)

d) i)

e) j)

10. Amount necessary for the elimination of incurred 
damages (according to insurant):

11. Amount charged by the charter company:

CLAIM NOTIFICATION - DEPOSIT INSURANCE
All information proccessed on basis of this claim form are necessary for collecting information and 

documentation for further processing of the claim

8.

Event outline and detailed description of accident (signed by the skipper!):
Event outline:

Detailed description of accident:

9.

Skipper's signature:____________________



12. Name of the head of the charter basis who has 
charged the insurant for the damage:

13.

In ____________, on _______________ Signature of submitter

Contact person and information: Name and surname:

E-mail:

GSM:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Opinion of insurant as to who is responsible for the damage:

14.

Signature of crew members confirming the skipper's statements:

The submitter is responsible for the accuracy and authenticity of information provided in this application!

To submit with the application:

Original invoice issued by the charter company for deposit received and proof of payment
Copy of the vessel's Sailing license or Yacht's register / Certificate of the yacht ability for navigation - commercial 
yacht

Documentation to be submitted to:  stete@yacht-pool.hr

Yacht Pool Internacional d.o.o. handles personal data for the purpose of processing the claims for the 
Insurer Wiener osiguranje Vienna Insurance Group d.d., taking special care of their protection. More 

detailed information on how we handle personal information can be found at 
https://www.wiener.hr/informacije-o-obradi-podataka.aspx

Photographs of vessel and visible damages

Pro forma invoice / Invoice for repair of damages incurred

Certificate on the skipper's qualifications 

Accident notification to the Port Authority

Contract on vessel lease

List of crew and passengers

Detailed statement on the cause and amount of damages incurred (signed by the insurant and all crew members)


